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Welcome
New members!

        The next issue of Golden Tales will be October 2023
        Deadline for submission of articles is October 10, 2023

yyy         NEXT ISSUE

Tom and Janet Gray’s Finn, Hero #79
Golden Retriver Lifetime Study

“At the Rainbow Bridge”

ON THE COVER

On the internet:
www.grccny.org

On Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/GRCCNY/
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Awards
Kelly Mueller

    
CCA 2023 

Kari Mickinkle/Lynn Mickinkle

Community awareness and Facebook
       Julie Deking

   
Eye and heart clinic

 Kari Mickinkle/Lynn Mickinkle
            
 Field 

   Pam Fuller
saddlesoarsfarm@gmail.com

        
GRNews

OPEN
       

 Legislative Liaison                                                 
        Lynne Meili

     
 Membership

    Deanna Rodriguez

Newsletter-Golden Tales
       Janet Gray

janetgray@highlandfarmskennel.com
    

 Puppy Referral 
            

Specialty Show
  Beth Greenfield

       
Sunshine                                                                

Kelly Mueller
       

WC/WCX
Lisa Mitchell, Chairperson
    Secretary - Maxine Clark

maxdoglady@aol.com

Website
Deanna Rodriguez

yyyActivity and Event Leaders
yyyCalendar of Events
       

2023

January
10 Golden Tales Deadline

February
9  General meeting @7pm via ZOOM

Guest Speaker: Tina Reynolds

March 
9 General meeting @7pm via ZOOM

Vet Panel: Seasonal Allergies

April

 13 General meeting @7pm via ZOOM/in person
Activity: Tug Toys

15  Cornell Univ Vet School Open House 10am - 4pm

22 CCA @ SOTC**
May

 11 General meeting @7pm  in person

June
 17 General meeting  and Fun Day 

10 Golden Tales Deadline

July

August

September
14 General meeting @7pm in person or zoom

16 WC/WCX 
Echoewood

October 
15 Eye and Heart Clinic**
Village Veterinary Hospital

10 am – 2 pm

 10 Golden Tales Deadline

12 General Meeting @ 7pm in person

November
 9 General meeting @7pm via ZOOM/in person

 
December

Awards Dinner TBA

 
**NOTE:  We will put the forms for all events 
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I hope everyone’s summer is off to an amazing start!! 

I know many of you are active in summer activities, so I hope you and your dog(s) are having tons of fun and doing 
well in whatever arena you are participating in. Since we cut down on the newsletters going out, we have not been able 
to share as many brags as we used to, so the great and powerful Oz behind our Facebook page is going to start doing a 
weekly brag post which will allow us to showcase your brags throughout the summer. Feel free to send in ribbon brags, 
milestone brags, or even brags about how much fun your dog is having. The brags can either be submitted directly 
through the messenger portion of our Facebook page or can be emailed directly to Julie at juliedeking@gmail.com. 

For those of you that were not able to make it, this past Saturday was our first Golden Fun Day in a very long time. We 
had an amazing time and the turnout along with the involvement was an amazing testament to the jobs that Deanna Ro-
driguez and Julie DeKing do on a regular basis in our club. However, they truly went above and beyond for this event 
and could easily pull off a side company together in party planning if they weren’t so busy with their normal lives. So, 
a special thank you to Deanna and Julie who also got 3 new membership applications from the event.

As always, we have many events that we are still trying 
to finalize the details on before we fully push them out, 
but we will push out things as they are finalized. Our 
next hybrid meeting is September 14th, and we would 
love to have as many of you in person as we can.

I also just want to take a quick moment to thank many 
of you who have stepped up and stepped into roles that 
you were unsure of.  This club is only able to function 
off of volunteers and sometimes it’s a few people do-
ing a bunch of things which can be overwhelming. Your 
decision to step up and get your hands dirty either when 
I asked or annoyingly begged and pleaded has been 
greatly appreciated and in no way has it gone unnoticed. 

With that being said, I can’t wait to see the continued 
success that everyone has in the next few months. 

Kari, Koda, and Hooper 

Hooper and Koda

President’s Message
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Lifetime Study Update
from Janet Gray

Golden Tales is the official member newsletter of The Golden Retriever Club of Central New York, Inc.
a Member club of The Golden Retriever Club of America and Licensed by The American Kennel Club.

Original and republished material is selected on the basis of quality, author credentials, and potential interest
to members, but implies neither acceptance nor endorsement of content, methods, or products by GRCCNY. 

We are honored to have received multiple Dog Writers Association of America awards.
Previously published and copyrighted material appears with permission of author/publication. Original

material is copyrighted by GRCCNY, and may not be republished without written consent from the Editors.
Inquiries, submissions and correspondence should be directed to:

Janet Gray: janetgray@highlandfarmskennel.com

 Resources on Animal Health from Morris Animal Foundation
The Golden Retriever Lifetime Study (GRLS) celebrated its 10th Year this past year.  As the study ages, so do our goldens, 
as well, many have crossed the rainbow bridge.  This year we saw two of our own give their final contribution to the study.  
Keegan Massicci and Finn Gray.   Being one of the “Go Team” volunteers for this area (the other is Audrey Coleman) we 
assist owners of goldens in the study, navigating necropsy protocal when their hero passes.   Some hero families  live many 
hours from a facility that performs necropsies, so they must rely on their veterinarian with the help of a detailed GRLS Nec-
ropsy guide and guidance from Morris.    GRLS members have all been urged to keep a necropsy kit on hand, specifically 
prepared for their hero.

I was prepared for my Finn’s passing, at least logistically.  I had the necropsy kit, I knew I had to have his body at the Pa-
thology Lab at Cornell soon after passing.  Have a veterinarian come to our home or take him to his GRLS veterinarian and 
then transport his body to Cornell? Was I prepared emotionally for that? The time to let him go came quickly.  I contacted 
his oncologist at Cornell, and she said she would wait for us and bring him right in.  I contacted the Pathology Lab at Cornell 
and informed them of the situation.  Finn had a peaceful crossing over the rainbow bridge.   His oncologist said she would 
take care of everything. Finn’s body and the necropsy kit made it to Pathology.  I was blessed with kind people at Cornell that 
helped us navigate this emotional journey, but for some of the GRLS members that were far from Cornell, (that I had helped) 
had to rely on their veterinarian or transport their hero’s body to Cornell.   I was fortunate.

So where do we stand right now with our cohart population of 3044 enrolled goldens?  Here are some data as of 06/28/23:
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GRCCNY’s New Officers and Board

Certificate of Conformation-CCA

CCA
by Kari Mickinkle

On Saturday, April 22, we were able to host a Certificate of Conformation Assessment (CCA) at the Syracuse Obedi-
ence Training Club (SOTC). While the event was a success overall, there were many bumps along the road as we lost 
half of our attendees the week leading up to the event due to various reasons. The great news is that all who were able 
to attend received their CCA! 

It was a great learning experience for those of us in the club who had either never attended a CCA before or had active-
ly been involved in the process of putting one on to get our hands dirty. 

Thank you to all of those who put in the work on this from start to finish. Putting on any event is certainly never any 
easy task but the attendees had overwhelming compliments about how smooth everything went and hopefully we can 
come back bigger and better for the next one!

Certificate of Conformation Awardees
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Memorial for Club Member Sue Birch
By Beth Greenfield

Sue Birch of Birch Run goldens joined the GRCCNY membership in the 1980’s.  She quickly became involved in all 
things golden, showing her dogs in obedience, conformation and field.
 
Ted and I were very pleased that she had one of our Westbrook goldens and she became quickly involved with some of 
the top breeders in the northeast and Canada. Sue was the first chairperson of our eye clinic that is still on going today. 
She was also awarded the Club Member of the year 
award, and achieved many titles with her dogs.  Her 
knowledge in the medical world helped her to promote 
canine cancer awareness. 

After working for St. Elizabeth Healthcare in Utica for 
40 years, Jon and she retired to be with family in Min-
nesota. Sue was always up for a good time with like 
minded dog people, and will be missed for her quiet 
midwestern voice. 

Enclosed is one of her dogs, Ada at the Sallie Monu-
ment  in Gettysburg. Gettysburg was the site for the 
2005 GRCA National. 

Certificate of Conformation-CCA
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Rainbow Bridge Crossings

Witrin’s Lexicon for the Ages CD RA PCD BN CGC CCA
“LEXI”

August 30, 2013 – March 29, 2023

 

Rescued dogs can present huge challenges and likewise bestow huge 
unanticipated rewards.  Lexi was a high energy one-year-old with lit-
tle knowledge of house manners when she arrived through GRRCNY.  
It didn’t take long to re-channel that energy to trained behaviors, she 
offering great eagerness to please.  Yes, we got some titles, but over 
time it became evident she was anxious in obedience competition, 
leading to unwanted behaviors and self-authorized early ring exits. In 
the field, few were quicker to a mark. But she simply would not pick 
up a bird.  She dove like a torpedo on water retrieves for bumpers, 
but good luck getting her out of the pond without a long line.  Her 
favorite activity in agility was making a full circuit of introductions to 
every steward in the ring.  Clearly...organized sports with rules not of 
her making were low on Lexi’s list of life priorities.

 But oh my, the entertaining rewards of life with my sweet 
Sugar Muffin.  Of the nearly dozen Goldens having graced my life, 
none was a more ardent cuddler. Who do you know who has had a 
Golden leap into their lap almost nightly, then breaking into soulful song?  That was my girl. She could not take a 
walk without a stick in her mouth. Oh, yeah, no big deal?  Lexi eschewed all but those sticks a minimum six feet 

in length, preferably longer.  Once I watched in awe as she hauled one better 
than twice that size – for a quarter mile!  I could go on, telling how she made 
it her personal business to run garter snakes out of her Mom’s flowers – or 
how she got a cruciate tear not from agility, but rather leaping straight sky-
ward to pluck pears from the tree in our yard…but you got the idea.

 So there you have it.  No wall full of performance titles and awards, 
but rather a basketful of silly memories that have me chuckling aloud, with 
tears in my eyes.  Who could wish for more?  Not me.  Not Lisa Mitchell.  We 
speak of her often and miss her terribly.

 Rest in peace, sweet girl of ours. – Rue Chagoll

Lexi

Lexi and her Blue Ribbon
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Keegan O’Malley #755
5/18/2012 - 3/31/2023 

It is with a heavy yet proud heart that I announce the brave and in-
trepid Keegan O’Malley walked with dignity into Cornerstone Vet 
Hospital today and was gently and lovingly guided over the Rain-
bow Bridge where his brother Kobi and other pack mates waited to 
greet him. Keegan lived large. 

At six months of age he was accepted and enrolled into the Morris 
Animal Foundation Golden Retriever Lifetime Study for Cancer 
Research (GRLS #755). He  was also a member of the Cornell 
Companions Pet Therapy Team, a beloved companion to his Gold-
en brother Kobi, a good friend to Dr. Watson, his cat and most of all 
my best friend. 

Brave, sweet Keegan. You will always be loved and missed. I know 
your spirit will still be with me on the trails. 

Good job, Boy. Run Free.   Cindy Massicci

Keegan

Cayuga Highlands Gold-Rush Finian  “Finn” (#79), CGC, CCA, THD
08/29/10 – 06/06/23

“ He said, first came the date of the birth and spoke the following date with tears. 
But he said what mattered most of all was the dash between the years.

For that dash represents all the time that they spent life on Earth. 
And now only those who loved them know what that little line is worth.” Linda Ellis

Finn’s dash started August 29, 2010 as 1 of 10 pups born to CH. Gold-Rush Spinnaker Wildcard and Gold-Rush Ori-
anna of Atholl.   He was conceived at Cornell University’s Hospital for Animals Theriogenology Service.  He ended 
his dash in the loving arms of his human and compassionate hands of his oncologist at Cornell University’s Hospital 
for Animals.  

He had his 10th Lifetime Study visit in late November 2022.  Everything looked good, especially for an old man.  In 
January, after dealing with a crusty nose, a biopsy revealed that he had squamous cell carcinoma of the nasal planum.  
Mostly seen in cats and rarely in dogs.  The cancer didn’t respond to radiation.  It was decided not to try chemo be-
cause of his age.  We kept him comfortable and as long as he was somewhat eager for life; eating, snuggling, getting 
ice cream, doing training, we continued different types of pain protocols.   On June 6th, it was evident that his journey 
on earth was coming to an end. 

Finn loved frisbee and catching the tennis ball.  That may have somewhat contributed to his late arthritic lameness.   
In his more than twelve plus years, Finn accomplished so much and contributed so much to the rescue of golden re-
trievers, as a therapy dog, to research and health initiatives, and volunteering.  
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His accomplishments and contributions were:
•	 Golden Retriever #79 in the Morris Animal Founda-

tion’s Golden Retriever Lifetime Study – additionally 
he helped recruit for the study, as well represent the 
study at Cornell University’s Vet School Open House,

•	 Enrolled in the Shine On Study, 
•	 Samples of blood at the Broad Institute to study 

Juvenile Renal Dysplasia (he had three sisters pass 
from this condition).

•	 Samples in the DNA Bank at Cornell University
•	 BSM Study for dilated cardiomyopathy
•	 Clinical Trial for chronic elbow pain
•	 Loyal Health Span Study
•	 Dog Aging Study
•	 Golden Oldie Study
•	 Represented Golden Retriever Rescue of Central 

New York at events.  Helped foster golden retriever 
rescues.

•	 A therapy dog for Cornell Companions visiting as-
sisted living, nursing homes, at risk youth and a 
hospice.

•	 Represented the Golden Retriever Club of Central 
New York at club events.

•	 Volunteered for the Salvation Red Kettle campaign 
every Christmas.

He will best be remembered though as an incredible dog with a natural affinity for humans that need comforting.  He 
loved the rescued goldens that passed through our home and took them in “under his paw”.   He was a “nanny” dog to 
new pups in our home.  He loved trips to the ice cream shop, diving for balls in the kiddy pool, snoozing on the couch.

A special thank you to everyone at Cornell University Hospital for Animals, especially Dr. Corene Bruhns, his oncolo-
gist and Dr. Jordyn Boesch, for pain management.

Finn’s participation in the Lifetime Study could not have happened without the dedication of the vet techs and staff at 
Veterinary Care of Ithaca and his wonderful study vets: Dr. Sarah Meixell and Dr. Jennifer Biasillo.

We love you Finny Man, dad, mom, Eve (#2625) and Gus.   Run Free Finn!!

Finn

Did you know we are now on Facebook?  You can access us from your facebook 
page (just search for Golden Retriever Club of Central New York) or press the 
facebook link on our club website: WWW.GRCCNY.ORG.  You don’t need to 
have a Facebook account to see our facebook page, but you will need a facebook 
account if you would want to “like” our page or post a picture of your pooch.
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Something special? Treble is just that dog! All day, every day this girl is the best partner.

In the field she is my first dog to earn the WCX title and a JH. I am very proud to take her up to the line in any hunt 
test. She seamlessly takes her talent to any venue, each one being different for the skills needed. In ‘2022’ we passed 
multiple NAHRA and HRC tests to earn the GMHR and HRCH titles. Treble turned eight this past March and we are 
doing a bit of upland work. I think we will enjoy it! Thank you Todd and the GRCCNY for the award in recognition of 
a great working golden retriever.

‘TREBLE’

HRCH, GMHR, WUR, MACH3, PACH Emeline’s Hook, Line and Sinker UD, PCD, BN, GN, MH, MXG, MJG, MXP3, 
MXPB, PAX, MFB, TQX, T2B2, CA, BCAT, CGC, WCX, CCA

Kathy Salemi

The Joe Mercer Award

“Levi and Paisley love their new toy I made at 
our golden retriever meeting in April”  
Kelly Mueller

Westbrook’s A Note of Worth, CCA,RA  “Muddee”  has been bred to 
Lyncinan’s Cuppa Joe. All OFA clearances and DNA tested by Embark.  
Due the end of July 2023, still taking reservations. 
Beth Greenfield
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FUN DAY 2023
by Julie DeKing

 The club was finally able to hold a Fun Day for the first time post COVID on 6/17/23 at Splash -O- Rama in 
Cato, NY.   We welcomed club members and guests to a fun day filled with many activities.  

 Dock Diving was the main event with dock time for both beginner dogs and experienced dock divers.  Dee, 
Kim, and Patti from Splash-O-Rama gave mini lessons to all the beginner dogs to help teach them the first steps 
in learning to dock dive.  We had a few dogs come very close to having their first jumps off the dock, maybe next 
time!  Julie DeKing and Tanner gave a demo on “Fetch It” which is a new game this year at Splash-O-Rama where the 
bumper is suspended 2 feet above the dock(4 feet above the water), and set at least 10 feet from the edge of the dock. 
The dog jumps from the dock and has to grab the bumper from the rig mid air prior to landing in the water.   If the dog 
is successful the bumper is moved further from the dock in 1 foot increments. It’s quite exciting to watch!

 We also had 6 dogs undergo the Canine Good Citizen Test, and had 3 dogs pass and receive their CGC ti-
tles.  Congratulations to Frieda and Janis Tyler, Koda and Kari Mickinkle, and Tanner and Julie DeKing on your new 
titles!  Thank you to CGC evaluator Joy Hawksby for coming to our event and testing the dogs for us! 

 Throughout the day there were 3 photo booths set up for guests to take photos of their dogs.  We had beach 
theme, a tennis ball theme, and a Hollywood movie theme booths , and the photos came out great!!

 Lastly, we had 3 games throughout the day.  The first game that started off the day was a dog and handler “Si-
mon Says”.  We had multiple dogs performing tricks following the traditional “Simon Says” game rules. Does your dog 
know the tricks sit, down, roll over, shake, high five, kiss, etc?  Then “Simon Says” is the game for you!  It was a fun 
a competitive group!  The second game was a tennis ball timed catch game.  Handlers kept track of how many tennis 
balls their dog could catch in 60 seconds.  The winning dog caught 20 balls!  The last game was Musical Chairs.  We 
used hula hoops on the ground and dogs and handlers walked a circle around them. When the music stopped the dogs 
needed to sit in a hula hoop.  If you failed to sit in a hoop you were out.  It was a lot of fun watching this game from the 
sidelines, and even more fun participating!!

 A light lunch was provided which gave everyone time to sit and socialize(both human and canine!).  We had 
quite a few guests attend the event and we are happy to say we had 3 families fill out membership applications at the 
end of the day. We look forward to welcoming them as potential members at a future meeting.

 All in all both the humans and dogs all had a great time.  All dogs received goodie bags with gifts for the hu-
mans and the dogs.  Thanks Deanna for putting them together!  Big thanks again to the staff at Splash-O-Rama and 
Joy Hawksby for allowing us to have this great Fun Day this year!  Looking forward to next time (usually every other 
year).  If any club members have suggestions on where to hold the next event please mention it at a meeting!  
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FUN DAY 2023
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Janet Gray Leads Revival of Cornell Companions Therapy Program
by Rue Chagoll

Covid doomed so very many enterprises to extinction.

Janet Gray was not to let that fate befall Cornell Companions (CC) the Ithaca based animal therapy program sponsored 
by Cornell University’s College of Veterinary Medicine.  

Janet’s been involved in numerous Golden Retriever and canine-related activities, including breeding, rescue, and 
founding a successful boarding kennel business. But her fondest endeavor has been therapy visitation. With a succes-
sion of Goldens (Lucas, Toby, Orianna, Ace, Finn, Eve and most recently Gus) she’s been active since joining CC in 
1999.

“I enjoy interacting with people, love my dogs. I became friends with a Cornell vet student that was in our (GRRCNY) 
rescue and was introduced to Cornell Companions,” Janet said. “I have met all kinds of people, young and old, from 
different backgrounds, that when they see a dog, I see their eyes soften, their defenses down, their lives open. The dog 
is kind of an ambassador with humans that lets us speak kindness to one another. I want to share that with others.”

Cornell’s therapy program faced some unique challenges to resuming visitations. As the pandemic subsided many dogs 
involved were, for age and health reasons, no longer well-suited to the task. Younger “covid pups,” largely reared in 
pandemic forced isolation, were ill-prepared due to lack of training and socialization.  Some volunteer handlers were 
reluctant to resume public contact.  And many volunteers –  being Cornell students/faculty/staff – had moved on.  The 
program needed: (a) human volunteers; (b) new certifiable four legged candidates; (c) training support and; (d) capable 
leadership and administration.

“Cornell Companions had not been visiting for 1½ years,” Janet explained. “The previous director had resigned. 
Golden Retriever Rescue of Central NY had dissolved, and I was looking for a new adventure.” Cornell’s search for a 
replacement director (a part time staff position) bore no fruit for some while until “I finally raised my hand,” she said. 
“I became director in July 2022.”

When Janet assumed leadership there were fewer than fifty active human volunteers, visiting ten venues.  Visitation 
sites range from health care/nursing/rehabilitative venues, to correctional and special education facilities, children’s 
reading and student stress relief programs, and numerous specially requested one time visits.  The program sorely 
needed more qualified animals and handlers.  They also needed more experienced handlers to act as team leaders (each 
recipient venue is assigned a leader, responsible for arranging and overseeing the other assigned teams).

Janet established some early goals:  
• Revamp the therapy dog assessment process utilizing AKC Canine Good Citizen evaluators to conduct candi-
date screenings.
• Partner with the Ithaca Dog Training Club (IDTC) to develop and conduct a therapy team training course to be 
launched in 2023.
• Involve more Cornell veterinary and pre-veterinary students in CC events and activities.

To a large extent these have been achieved. Recruiting efforts are showing results. And earlier this year (GRCCNY/
IDTC/CC) members Rue Chagoll and Lisa Mitchell developed and pioneered a seven week handler/dog training pro-
gram.  Janet and current Golden partner, Gus, participated.

“We picked up 14 new members in the last year, and 25 new therapy animals,” Janet reports. “The last assessment in 
May we picked up 21 human/animal teams.” and “all the dogs that took the (new) therapy dog class – passed.”
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Note use of the word “animal.”  Being sponsored by Cornell with veterinary students/faculty/staff – CC fields a variety 
of animals including birds, reptiles, farm animals and of course cats – but dogs comprise the majority.  Janet says about 
half the therapy handlers are Cornell-connected, and the others from the Ithaca-area community.

With the new responsibility also come the administrative to-do’s.  In the longer term, Janet aims “..to document every-
thing that is needed to run the program successfully and have the information centrally located to pass to the next direc-
tor. There are so many behind the scenes tasks like the website, listserv, keeping up on animal documentation, coordi-
nating special visits, coordinating assessments and handler training, keeping up-to-date on therapy animal information 
forms, answering inquiries, including vet students in the program. This will all support expanding the program into new 
and existing facilities and recruitment of new therapy animal teams.”

Whew! It appears the future is bright for Cornell Companions, thanks to Janet Gray’s commitment to the task.  Janet, 
we salute your spirit and dedication and wish you, husband Tom and the Golden family all the best! –  RC

This is the team of Cornell Companions that conducted a day long and hugely successful new candi-
date assessment.  Included in the group are Janet Gray, Rue Chagoll, Lisa Mitchell and numerous 
Cornell Companions and Cornell pre-veterinary students who assisted.
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Janet and her youngest Golden, Gus, participating in the therapy dog/
handler training course hosted in cooperation by Ithaca Dog Training 
Club and taught by Rue Chagoll and Lisa Mitchell.  Among many other 
skills, they practiced navigating a curvy serpentine path through traffic 
cones and meeting a mobility challenged recipient with a walker.  Gus 
passed his CC assessment with flying colors and is now making scheduled 
therapy visits with Janet.

Eve

Finn

Orianna

Gus
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  September
 14 General meeting @7pm in person or zoom

16 WC/WCX 
Echowood

e
October 

15 Eye and Heart Clinic
Village Veterinary Hospital

10 am – 2 pm

 10 Golden Tales Deadline

12 General Meeting @ 7pm in person

November
 9 General meeting @7pm via ZOOM/in person

 
December

Awards Dinner TBA

Golden Retriever Club of  Central New York Inc.
PO Box  2812 
Syracuse, NY 13220-2812

Change Service Requested

Upcoming Events


